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The la es launches, design inspira ion and accessories - every hing you need o know

signature style
Inspired by travel and artisan craftsmanship,
these beautiful pieces from interiors and lifestyle brand, Hedgeroe
Home have been designed in-house by founder Rhona Roe and
her daughter, Rebecca. The Plantation console table in a soft grey
finish would look fabulous in a hallway or behind a sofa, dressed
with accessories. €1,195/£1,049. hedgeroe.com

show stopper!
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Great bar stools can be
tricky to find, leaving islands
and breakfast bars looking
desolate while you seek out
something suitably stylish.
This Hairpin metal bar
stool with solid elm wood
seat is a great mix of
cool industrial vibe with
warm, textured wood.
Available from Cult
Furniture, £59/€67.
cultfurniture.com
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Dublin-based luxury interior
design consultant, Maoliosa Murray
has curated a spectacular collection of
some of the world’s most renowned interior
design brands, which she sells exclusively
for the Irish market. This fabulous piece –
the Huntley Credenza by iconic American
designer, Kelly Wearstler – is one example
of the caliber of design available from
Maoliosa. Price on request
maoliosa.com

With its undeniably rich tone, copper makes a fabulous accent
colour in kitchen schemes as a warm alternative to stainless steel,
chrome or polished nickel. The Dama extractor hood in matt
copper from Falmec is a stunning piece of design that will make a
beautiful island feature above any hob. Approx £1,700/€1,937.
falmec.co.uk
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One look at this 1920s style
champagne saucer could transport
you to the old money grandeur and
hedonistic parties of Jay Gatsby’s Long
Island mansion. Delightfully decadent
for serving up a quality vintage!
£55/€63 for set of 4 from Audenza.
audenza.com

classic victoria

The Smeg Victoria
TR4110 dual fuel double
oven range cooker is an immensely
versatile design that looks as stunning
as a contrast in a contemporary
scheme as it does in a timeless kitchen.
Its traditional lines bring character,
contrast and an eclectic feel, shown
with this streamlined handleless
cabinetry. £1,999/€2,278
smeg.ie hafele.ie

artisan influence
Bring some glamour to your home
with the beautiful Lauder gold leaf
lamp from interiors and lifestyle brand,
Hedgeroe Home. Perfect as a pair on
a hallway console table. €225/£198.
hedgeroe.com
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perfectly poised
Reflecting the in-demand industrial aesthetic, the Cairo single arm wall light is a versatile design that
will add the finishing touches to your kitchen scheme. A handcrafted product by Mullan Lighting,
variations in the metal work are to be expected and celebrated, given its hand-finished nature.
€265/£233 (Shown in the Real Shaker kitchen by DeVOL, overall project design by Owl Design).
mullanlighting.com

Celebrating green in all its
glory, Neptune’s Suffolk
kitchen handpainted in
Cactus is soft yet striking
– a welcome change from
ubiquitous grey, perhaps?
From £12,000/€14,500.
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shades of green
Had enough of copper accents and pastel prints? As we move
closer to the end of 2017, it’s time to take note of one of the new
season’s most wanted looks – sage, celery and avocado.
1 This collection of mix and match cushions are a great way of accessorising
the statement Madrid Grand three-seater sofa, all from Hedgeroe Home.
Sofa, made to order €3,275/£2,995, Lime Bomb cushion €60/£55, Velvet
Ivy cushion €60/£55, Triangle Block Print cushion €65/£60. 2 Ducreaux is a
Louise XVI chest of drawers from Oficina Inglesa, crafted from cherry wood
with an Avocado Green finish. The piece features eleven drawers and delicate
antique silver handles. Full bespoke service available, price on request. 3
Entertaining at home gets even more stylish with this handmade Nordic style
rattan trolley in a soft sage green tone from Out There Interiors. £375/€409.
4 Freshen up a plain wall with the Thomas Kent Camden clock from Black
by Design. Made from resin, this clock is handpainted in green with a 20-inch
diameter, perfect for a kitchen, hallway or living room. £89/€97. 5 Perfect for
a floral display or a standalone piece of design in its own right, this bubbly
textured glass vase from MiaFleur will bring vivid accent colour to a hall
table or table setting. £68/€74. 6 Bring
60s elegance to your living room with the
Content by Conran Matador chair from
6
Darlings of Chelsea. A modern take on
the traditional wing-back, this is a distinctive
design in on-trend celery-inspired green.
£1,015/€1,106. 7 Add colour and texture
contrast to a neutral sofa with the Lia Fog
Green velvet, feather-filled cushion from
Lamb. €49/£45.
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